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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ck7O8e20tQg 

This last part is important. As we have seen with the UK variant, a new variant can come to 
dominate the global COVID pandemic in 3 months from first being identified.
We can also see this in how quickly the current COVID tsunami in India has emerged and become 
massive over about 2  months.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ck7O8e20tQg






The stories I have been hearing out of India suggest that the above official COVID death massively 
understates the real number of deaths.So Indian deaths from COVID could easily be 3 or 4 times the
official numbers.



Has a proper assessment been done yet of this Indian B.1.167 yet?   How dangerous is it compared 
to UK, South African and Brazilian variant?



Sounds like it could be very dangerous with the vaccine evasion properties.

Indian number of cases may be under-stated by a factor of 20 to 30x …..
Indian deaths may be under-reported by a factor of 5 times.











The European countries with the worst COVID problem is in those 3 countries who have had the 
most open policies – Sweden, Poland and Netherlands.

Israel is the star vaccinater  - they did a special deal to get lots of Pfizer/BioNTech vaccine, so 
pretty much everyone in Israel has been vaccinated with Pfizer vaccine.
https://ig.ft.com/coronavirus-vaccine-tracker/ See where Australia is on this list.  77th.

https://ig.ft.com/coronavirus-vaccine-tracker/


Because vaccination rates are so low in emerging countries, that is where we will see more 
mutations and new dangerous variants emerging. If we do not get the emerging world vaccinated, 
the new (“vaccine resistant” ) variants that emerge from there will endanger the developed world.





As adults are being vaccinated, young people are becoming a bigger percentage of new cases.



The US is relying primarily on the 2 mRNA vaccines - Pfizer and Moderna.

California is a star performer.






